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FAIRMONITOR

FAIRMONITOR has been designed to be an integrated part of your Ecert web portal provided 

by FLOCERT

With FAIRMONITOR you are able to…

… create multiple supply chains

… visualize the members of your supply chain and their Fairtrade certification status

… receive notifications on certification status changes in your supply chain

… create a customized company profile
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FAIRMONITOR



Data confidentiality

Supply chain data entered by you in FAIRMONITOR is 

considered confidential* and will not be shared with 

other customers.

FLOCERT does not take responsibility for the 

validity of supply chains created by its customers.

*except the promotional data you may want to enter under “My Profile” 

see slide 27
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FAIRMONITOR: Data confidentiality



FAIRMONITOR Components

FAIRMONITOR consists of the following components:

• Dashboard: Quick overview on  the Fairtrade certification status of your supply chain

• Supply chain list: Add and Remove suppliers and clients to your Fairtrade supply chain

• Supply chain graph: Graphical display of your Fairtrade supply chain

• My profile: Edit information about your company that will be accessible to potential new 

Fairtrade clients
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FAIRMONITOR: Components



The Dashboard: Overview of your supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Dashboard

Your contact data and logo

Drop down to 

select different 

supply chain

Lists of supply chain members with critical status only

Initially the dashboard is empty. This window displays the status of your created supply chain(s). 

Please note that the dashboard is a read-only tab and no data can be changed here. 

Invalid certificates 

(validity date is 

overdue)

Hover the mouse in 

the different colors 

to see the different 

statuses (slide 7) 



The Dashboard: Overview of your supply chain 

Please note that the dashboard is a read-only tab and no data can be changed here. 

The following slides will explain how to edit and manage data that then appears on your 

dashboard.

The data shown under: 

• My company can be edited under the tab My profile

• The Diagram  and the tables Suppliers/Clients 

with invalid certification status are propagated from 

the supply chain created under tab Supply chain list
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FAIRMONITOR: Dashboard



Create a supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

If you click “On” you can only 

select suppliers/clients that 

are trading the specified 

products

By clicking on a certain level, 

the below levels e.g. product 

type will be added as well

In this window you edit the properties of your supply 

chain e.g. in case you want to make it product 

dependent (slide 16)



Display of Fairtrade certification status 
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FAIRMONITOR: Dashboard

For example in the Dashboard tab, you will find this

diagram. It shows the percentage of your supply

chain members (customer and suppliers) with

specific Fairtrade certification statuses.

16,67% of your 

supply chain 

members are 

certified

Partly certified. My supply 

chain member is suspended 

or has mixed statuses for its 

Fairtrade products

Certified

NOT 

certified
Application in process, not 

yet certified

In various tabs of the tool, you will find a colour coding showing you the Fairtrade 

certification status of your supply chain members.

Hover the mouse in 

the different colors 

to see the different 

statuses



Create a supply chain

• Go to tab Supply chain list

• Click on “New” 

it is possible to create as many 

supply chains as needed
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

• The category of your list will be 

pre-selected

• Keep the tick for “Automatic 

monitoring” if you want 

automated notifications sent to 

you on status changes

a) Enter a name for your supply    

chain (mandatory)

b) Enter a description of your 

supply chain (optional)

c) Click on “Save and Close”



Create a supply chain

Once you have created and saved your supply chain it is displayed this way in the tab 

Supply chain list:
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

Click on your supply chain 

to enter the supplier / 

customers list (next slide)

It is possible to export in 

an excel file the list of your 

supply chains created

The export function 

generates an excel file 

containing additional 

information about your 

entire supply chain (slide 

14)



Create a supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

The following filters allow you to search 

for a specific supplier / client in your 

supply chain list.

• By adding new rows you are creating the 

suppliers list. It is possible to create stages 

of suppliers (e.g. supplier of my supplier 

means “stage 2”). The next slide shows the 

first column which includes supplier stage.

• Every time a supplier is entered please 

select “save and close”



Create a supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

View after adding rows of suppliers/clients

Clicking on the little “person” 

icon you can enter in details 

as: Company information, 

Products and Certificates*

Once you select one row 

the little “bin” icon appears, 

you can use it to remove 

the supplier/client.* Can be 

printed



Create a supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

The same functionality for suppliers applies to clients:

Monitoring list sums up all suppliers and clients 

on one list. The option

“Add sublevel” is not available



Download data of your supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

Initial view:

Close the window and go 

back to the previous view

Export the displayed list into 

excel (high level data only)

*Same view as the grid above

Reset filters

Export list of the 

supply chain members 

in excel with additional 

information (products, 

certification details)



Editing a supply chain

Once you have created your supply chain:
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

Click on “Properties” create a 

product specific supply chain 

(see next slide)

Click on your supply chain 

to enter the supplier / 

customers list



Create a supply chain
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

If you click “On” you can only 

select suppliers/clients that 

are trading the specified 

products

By clicking on a certain level, 

the below levels e.g. product 

type will be added as well

As an example banana product specific was created:
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

• Added & Not added activated All products will be listed with the information 

whether it is or is not added in the supply chain list

• No filter category activated Neither added nor not added products will be listed

• Added All products which are added will be listed

• Not added All products which are not added will be listed 

Activated (coloured) filter (default) Added/ Not added products in the supply chain 

list displayed under Results

If you use the “Filter Category” function in combination with the “Product search” 

function only the respective selected product will be listed with the information whether 

it is added or not.

How the Filter Categories work



Once you have created your supply chain, you have the following options:
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FAIRMONITOR: Create supply chain

To edit the supply chain 

properties (e.g. edit name, 

adding or removing 

products): click on the icon 

in the column “Properties” 

please refer to slide 6

In order to delete the 

supply chain altogether, 

move the mouse over the 

row and click on the bin 

icon which pops up.

Supply chain is ready



The supply chain graph displays all added suppliers and clients.

The Fairtrade certification status of each supplier/clients is shown by a colored point 

(see slide 7 for color legend)
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

The following filters allow you to search 

for a specific supplier / client in your 

supply chain list.

Provides the 

information of the 

organization selected 

inside the supply chain 

graph

Overview of the Supply chain graph
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

Your company is located 

in the center of the graph 

and symbolized by the 

icon:

Suppliers are displayed 

on the left of your 

company and symbolized 

by the icon: 

Clients are displayed on 

the right of your company 

and symbolized by the 

icon: 

How to read your Supply chain graph



You can do this in the Supply Chain list tab but also in the Supply chain graph tab.

Add new suppliers/clients to your supply chain by using “Add new row” below the graph
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

Once the data is entered, please:

Add new members to your Supply chain 1/2

B

A
Data entered from

supplier and clients

In regards of your

Supply chain data



You can also add suppliers/ clients of your suppliers/clients from this tab:

Click on the supply chain member you want to add another partner to 

Then click on “Add new row”
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

1

2

Add new members to your Supply chain 2/2

Once the data is entered, please:

B

A
Data entered from

supplier and clients

In regards of your

Supply chain data
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

You can filter the supply chain graph to only display :

• your direct suppliers/clients (1st tier suppliers/clients)

• your 1st and 2nd tier suppliers/client

• Or whichever combination you whish (i.e.: 2nd tier suppliers and 3rd tier 

clients)

To do so, select the stage you want to filter and then click on Search. 

Filtering options on the Supply chain graph
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

With the icons above the 

supply chain graph you can 

adjust and change the size 

of the graph as desired.

Resize graph 

size (to fit on 

one page)

Adapt the view of your Supply Chain graph

Decrease 

graph size

Increase graph size



Export the supply chain graph to your desktop by clicking on the below shown icon
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FAIRMONITOR: Supply chain graph

Exporting your Supply chain graph



Automated notifications on status change

FAIRMONITOR can send you automated notifications when the Fairtrade certification status 

of one your supplier/clients changes.

For this to happen, you need to keep the box “Automatic monitoring” ticked when creating 

the supply chain (see slide 8 )
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FAIRMONITOR: Notifications

Notifications will be sent out once 

every 24 hours during the night 

(German time zone)

The notifications are cumulative, 

summing up all changes of each 

day within your supply chain. 



My profile

You can choose to edit data in the My Profile tab. This 

information will then be seen by other customers using 

FAIRMONITOR. (see slide 12)

You can :

Upload/change your company’s logo

to upload your logo – Click on “Edit”

Add a short description of your company including for   

example:

• a description of your products bought and sold

• The contact details of your sales representatives
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FAIRMONITOR: My profile

Please note that you cannot change your address and products data. 

These are automatically taken over from the Ecert database. 

If  need be, contact your FLOCERT certification analyst using the “Send 

feedback” function provided.

1

2



FAIRMONITOR Support

In case you require technical support on how to use FairMonitor, please do not hesitate to 

contact us under ecert@flocert.net

In case you have any certification related questions, please contact your responsible 

FLOCERT certification analyst.
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FAIRMONITOR: Support

mailto:ecert@flocert.net
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